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Abstract. In this paper, we propose the wireframe representation of nD object, which is
a single 2D line drawing. A wireframe model of an nD object is composed of a set of edges
connecting a set of vertices, a subset of closed r-chains called boundary r-chains which
surround the (r + 1)D pieces of the object, and a set of filling patterns for the boundary
r-chains for 0 < r < n. The wireframe representation is the perspective projection
of the wireframe model of the object from its surrounding space to the image plane.
Combining the projective geometric constraints of the wireframe representation with the
idea of local construction and deletion, we propose an algorithm for high dimensional
object detection from single 2D line drawing, under the most general assumption that
neither the dimension of the object nor the dimension of the surrounding space is known,
two neighboring faces can be coplanar, and whether or not the object is a manifold is
unknown. Our algorithm outperforms any other algorithm in 2D face identification in
that it generally does not generate redundant cycles that are not assigned as faces, and
can handle 3D solids of over 10,000 faces.

1. Introduction

Representing and perceiving nD object has been a very fascinating problem in both
science and art [14], [11]. If the representation media is a monitor, a typical technique is
called grand tour [2], in which the nD object is projected onto a moving 2D plane, and by
visually perceiving coherence in the contiguous 2D images, one can get an idea of the actual
structure of the nD object. If the representation media is a piece of paper, then for n = 3
the simplest representation is a line drawing which is the projection of the wireframe of the
object, like drafting in geometric design and mathematical diagram. To perceive the nD
object one needs to rebuild the nD structure from its 2D projection.

How can the n dimensions be recovered from a representation in which almost all dimen-
sions are lost? To start with, let us analyze how a solid in 3D space is perceived. No one can
direct his eyesight to pierce through the solid. The only perceived object is the boundary
of the solid, which is a 2D closed manifold. It is the closedness that allows us to fill the
boundary with solid content to achieve one more dimension. When we watch a line drawing
of the wireframe of a solid, which is essentially one dimensional, we extract each cycle of
edges, either fill it by a plane or by some other surface to improve its dimension by one.
Then we detect if any closed manifold is formed by the planes and surfaces, and if so, gain
one more dimension by filling the closed manifold with solid content. The closedness of a
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manifold and a pattern to fill it are the two essential things in our 3D perception from low
dimensional data.

From the topological point of view, a closed manifold is a closed chain in homology, and
the boundary of a non-closed manifold is a boundary chain. While all boundary chains are
closed, the converse is not true. For any dimension r, the quotient of the closed r-chains over
the boundary r-chains is called the r-th homology of the object. Determining the boundary
chains from the closed ones is equivalent to determining the homology.

The wireframe model of an nD object consists of (1) a set of edges connecting a finite set
of points of the object, (2) a subset of closed r-chains, called boundary r-chains, which are
the boundaries of the (r +1)D pieces of the object for 0 < r < n, (3) a set of filling patterns,
one for each boundary r-chain. Below are some examples.

Fig. 1. 4D simplex.

The wireframe representation of an nD simplex is the complete graph of n + 1 vertices,
i.e., any two vertices are connected by an edge. Every triangular cycle in the graph is the
boundary of a 2D simplex, and every complete subgraph of r vertices is the boundary of an
(r +1)D simplex. Any boundary r-chain is filled with an (r +1)D flat patch bounded by the
chain. The nD reconstruction is unique topologically. As a consequence, the reconstruction
of any triangulated topological space from its wireframe is unique.

Fig. 2. 4D cube. Left: bird view. Right: window view.

Example 2. nD cubes.
The wireframe of a 1D cube is an edge. The wireframe of a 2D cube is a square obtained by

connecting the corresponding vertices of two copies of a 1D cube. Recursively, the wireframe
of an nD cube is an edge-vertex graph obtained by connecting the corresponding vertices of
two copies of an (n − 1)D cube. In the graph, every square cycle is the boundary of a 2D
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cube, and every closed r-chain composed of 2r + 2 different rD cubes is the boundary of an
(r + 1)D cube. Any boundary r-chain is filled with an (r + 1)D flat patch bounded by the
chain. The reconstruction is unique topologically.

Example 3. nD spheres.

Fig. 3. nD spheres. Here n = 2, 3, 4.

An nD sphere is the boundary of an (n + 1)D ball, so its wireframe can be induced from
that of the (n + 1)D ball. The classical triangulation of the unit ball provides the following
wireframe model: let e1, . . . , en+1 be a basis of Rn+1, then for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1,
the unit circle is drawn on the coordinate plane of ei, ej . All together there are n(n + 1)/2
circles connecting 2n+2 points ±ek for 1 ≤ k ≤ n+1, and there are 2n+2 rectilinear edges
connecting the center of the sphere with ±ek. Every triangular cycle is the boundary of a
2D cell, and every closed r-chain composed of r + 2 different rD cells is the boundary of an
(r + 1)D cell. Any boundary r-chain is filled with an (r + 1)D flat patch if it contains any
rectilinear edge, or an (r + 1)D spherical patch otherwise. The (n + 1)D ball is composed of
2n+1 cells of dimension (n+1). The reconstruction from the wireframe is unique topologically.

Example 4. nD spheres, another wireframe model.

Fig. 4. nD spheres. Here n = 2, 3, 4.

The following wireframe model of nD sphere is not induced from (n+1)D ball. It consists
of (n−1)2n−2 pairs of antipodal points on the sphere and 2n−1 great circles connecting them.
The great circles are divided into n layers. The layers, numbered from 1 to n, are from the
outermost of the wireframe to the innermost. The i-th layer for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, contains Ci−1

n−1

circles; each circle in the layer contains n − i circles of layer i + 1 and is contained in i − 1
circles of layer i− 1. So each circle contacts n− 1 other circles, and all its contacting circles
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are in the neighboring layers.
The above model can be interpreted as follows: the image of any 2D sphere under a

parallel projection onto the plane can be represented by a circle circumscribing an ellipse at
two antipodal points. The circle is the contour of the sphere, and the ellipse is any great
circle on the sphere. So we can make the regulation that for a pair of great circles on the nD
sphere to represent a 2D sphere, it is necessary and sufficient that their images under a fixed
parallel projection are a closed 1-chain composed of two ellipses in contact at two antipodal
points, in which one ellipse is contained in another. In the wireframe, every closed 1-chain of
this type is the boundary of a 2D sphere, and every closed r-chain composed of 2r different
rD spheres is the boundary of an (r + 1)D sphere. Any boundary r-chain is filled with an
(r + 1)D sphere. The reconstruction from the wireframe is unique topologically.

For over two decades, the wireframe representation of 3D object has been an active
research topic in computer-aided design [1] and [4], computer graphics [3], [10], [15] and
computer vision [13], [9], [6]. A 2D line drawing is the projection of a wireframe object where
all the edges and vertices are visible, which makes it possible to reconstruct the complete
3D model. The reconstruction consists of two steps: face identification and 3D geometry
reconstruction. Face identification is to find those closed cycles which are boundaries of
faces of a prescribed filling pattern. 3D geometry reconstruction is to determine the spatial
positions and orientations of the faces.

In this paper, we study the wireframe representation of nD object from the projective
geometric point of view. In particular, we study the face identification of a high dimensional
wireframe model from its single 2D line drawing, under the most general assumption that
the dimension of the object is unknown, the dimension of the surrounding space is unknown,
two neighboring faces of the object can be in the same plane, and whether or not the object
is a manifold is unknown.

When n > 3, we have not found any publication on face identification. When n = 3, most
algorithms in the literature consist of two steps: searching for cycles in the line drawing, and
searching for faces from the cycles. In searching for cycles, a graph-based method is proposed
by [12], and further improved by a depth-first searching algorithm of [7]. If the object is a
2D manifold, i.e., the boundary of a 3D solid, the method proposed by [8] is very efficient
in reducing the number of redundant cycles which cannot be assigned as faces. All these
methods are global in that the searching is within the whole wireframe. A consequence is
that the number of cycles potential for being faces is usually much larger than the number of
correct faces. In searching for faces from the cycles, [12] used an optimization-based method,
[7] used a maximal weight clique finding algorithm, and [8] used an algorithm of backtracking
the state-space tree. Since the searching for faces from the cycles is a NP-complete problem,
the fastest algorithm can only handle wireframe models of less than 30 faces.

In this paper we propose a very efficient algorithm for face identification. When the
dimension of the surrounding space is three, the algorithm outperforms all other algorithms
on face identification in both speed and range of application. For all the examples in [12],
[7], [8], our algorithm can generate all the solutions for ambiguous wireframe models, and
generally do not produce any redundant cycles that are not assigned as faces. In other words,
the step of searching for faces from the cycles is generally skipped. Moreover, our algorithm
can handle complicated 3D objects of over 10,000 faces.
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The idea is to locally construct the (r + 1)D faces and delete useless rD faces. Starting
from a vertex called the origin, we localize the wireframe by considering only the subgraph
of the origin and its neighboring vertices. Within the local wireframe, we look for rD cycles
corresponding to (r + 1)D faces based on topological and geometric consideration. The
identified faces can reduce the searching scope by blocking off some branches. For an rD
face, the number of (r+1)D faces containing it is sufficient to prevent any more new (r+1)D
faces from passing through it, then it can be deleted. After the construction and deletion,
we set the origin to be the current local wireframe, and repeat the previous localization,
construction and deletion procedure. The older origins are gradually deleted, so that the
local wireframe remains a medium size.

In Section 2 we investigate some properties of the wireframe representation. In Section 3
we propose some techniques for high dimensional face identification. In Section 4 we propose
an object detection algorithm together with some experimental results.

2. Wireframes and line drawings

We assume that the wireframe representation of an nD object is obtained by a perspective
projection from an mD projective space to a projective plane, where m ≥ n, such that all
the edges and vertices are revealed, and if three vertices are not collinear in the mD space,
nor should their images. Let us see if such projection exists.

2.1. nD perspective projection
The perspective projection from Pn to P2 can be invariantly represented in Grassmann

algebra or Clifford algebra [5]. In Grassmann algebra, the exterior product of r vectors
is called a decomposable r-extensor, or r-blade. The product is denoted by juxtaposition of
elements. Let Xn−2 be a nonzero (n−2)-blade in the Grassmann algebra over the base vector
space Rn+1, i.e., Xn−2 = x1x2 · · ·xn−2 where the x’s are linearly independent vectors. The
perspective projection with center Xn−2 is

x 7→ Xn−2x, for x ∈ Rn+1. (1)

It can also be taken as the composition of n − 2 perspective projections with centers
x1,x2, . . . ,xn−2 respectively.

In coordinate representation, let e1, . . . , en+1 be a basis of Rn+1. We can always find
three vectors ei1 , ei2 , ei3 from the basis such that they form a new basis with vectors
x1,x2, . . . ,xn−2, i.e., the (n+1)×(n+1) determinant f = det(Xn−2ei1ei2ei3) 6= 0. Rearrange
the indices so that the three vectors in f have indices 1, 2, 3. Then

e′1 = Xn−2e1/f, e′2 = Xn−2e2/f, e′3 = Xn−2e3/f (2)

is a basis of the projective image plane. Any Xn−2ei for i > 3 can be written as a linear
combination of e′1, e

′
2, e

′
3:

Xn−2ei = det(Xn−2eie2e3)e′1 + det(Xn−2eie3e1)e′2
+det(Xn−2eie1e2)e′3.

(3)
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The coordinate representation of the perspective projection (1) is that for any x = x1e1 +
x2e2 + · · ·xn+1en+1,

Xn−2x = (x1 det(Xn−2e1e2e3) +
n+1∑
i=4

xi det(Xn−2eie2e3))e′1

+(x2 det(Xn−2e1e2e3) +
n+1∑
i=4

xi det(Xn−2eie3e1))e′2

+(x3 det(Xn−2e1e2e3) +
n+1∑
i=4

xi det(Xn−2eie1e2))e′3.

Given finitely many vertices x1, . . . ,xm which do not lie in the same projective line, we
want to find a perspective center Xn−2 such that (1) every vertex has an image, (2) no
two vertices are projected onto the same image point, (3) no three non-collinear vertices are
projected onto the same image line. It is easily seen that the above constraints are equivalent
to

det(Xn−2xixjxk) 6= 0, for any xi,xj ,xk not on the same line. (4)

Almost all (n− 2)-blades satisfy (4).

2.2. Constraints on wireframe models
We consider the wireframe models whose fillings are affine flat patches unanimously, called

rigid wireframe models. The filling has a strong constraint, called the rD face adjacency
constraint [12]: if two rD faces share two (r − 1)D faces of different (r − 1)D planes, they
must belong to the same rD plane.

By a perspective projection, a 2D face is projected onto a patch in the image plane whose
boundary can only go across itself at a vertex. The 2D non-self-intersection constraint [6]
says that (1) if a cycle has two edges intersecting not at a vertex, then it can not be a 2D
face, (2) if two edges intersect not at a vertex then they cannot be coplanar.

In a wireframe model, it often occurs that three vertices are collinear. Such a permanent
collinearity constraint must be provided additionally in its wireframe representation. Simi-
larly, any rD permanent coplanarity constraint must be provided additionally. In this paper
we only consider the case r = 1. The edges in a permanent collinearity constraint form a
line. The connected components of a line are the real parts, while the virtual connections
between real parts are the virtual parts [8].

If the enclosed regions of two 2D faces intersect, the faces must be coplanar. Let there be
two 1D cycles sharing exactly two vertices and the vertices are not connected either by an
edge or by a line. If in the image plane, the line segment between the two vertices intersects
both the enclosed regions of the cycles, then the two cycles must be coplanar to be assigned
as faces. This is the 2D non-interior-intersection constraint [8]. It has no rD generalization,
because the interior and the exterior of an rD face for r > 2 cannot be distinguished in a
line drawing.

If an rD face Fr is not in an rD cycle but their intersection is exactly the constituent
(r − 1)D faces of Fr, then Fr is a chord of the cycle [12]. A face with chord can always be
decomposed along its chord into two coplanar faces sharing one common side. On the other
hand, if a cycle with chord is not assigned as a face, then it can be decomposed into two
shorter ones, and by assigning them to be faces they do not need to be coplanar. To gain
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more degree of freedom, an rD cycle with chord is not assigned as a face. This is the rD
non-chord constraint.

2.3. Face identification
A 0D face is a vertex, a 0D cycle is a pair of vertices of an edge, a 1D face is an edge. For

r > 0, an rD cycle is a set of rD faces such that (1) if two faces intersect, the intersection
belong to their iD faces for 0 ≤ i < r, (2) any (r − 1)D face of one rD face is shared by
exactly one other rD face in the set, (3) not all rD faces belong to the same rD plane.

All edges are 1D faces. For r > 1, the rD face identification is to select a subset called
rD faces, from the (r− 1)D cycles satisfying the constraints in the previous subsection, and
fill them with a prescribed rD pattern. In previous work on face identification, it is generally
assumed that any two neighboring faces are not coplanar. We feel that this is too strong a
constraint to include many interesting models, so we discard it.

Even when n = 3, face identification is a difficult problem. The number of cycles of
a graph is generally exponential in the number of vertices [8]. Given that all the cycles
satisfying the constraints are found, the number of possible combinations of potential faces
is exponential in the number of the cycles. When n is unknown, face identification becomes
increasingly more difficult. As a result, the solution is generally not unique.

To design an algorithm for this double-exponential complexity problem, the goal should
be first on the detection of the highest dimension n, second on the finding of as many different
nD pieces as possible, third on the derivation of as many different solutions in dimension
n as possible. To achieve this, the design guideline is to produce as many rD faces on
different rD planes as possible.

2.4. Some terminology on wireframe models
Neighbor: Two rD faces are neighbors if their intersection is (r − 1)-dimensional.
Simple cycle: An rD cycle is said to be simple if its rD faces satisfy the rD non-chord

constraint and 2D non-self-intersection constraint.
Rigid cycle and face: An rD cycle is said to be rigid if when its rD faces are in

general position in the surrounding space, the minimal affine space containing the cycle is
(r + 1)-dimensional.

Any 2D rigid cycle is triangular. Any rD rigid simple cycle is the boundary of an (r+1)D
flat patch. A face assigned to a rigid cycle is said to be rigid.

Elastic cycle and face: An rD cycle is said to be elastic if when its rD faces are in
general position, the minimal affine space containing the cycle is (r + 2)-dimensional.

Any 2D elastic cycle is square. Any rD rigid simple cycle is generally the boundary of
two (r + 1)D flat patches in an (r + 2)D affine space. A face assigned to a elastic cycle is
said to be elastic.

Plastic cycle and face: An rD cycle is plastic if it is neither rigid nor elastic. Its
assigned face is said to be plastic.

Grid: A 1D grid is a line. For r > 1, an rD grid consists of at least two rD faces. It is
obtained from a set C originally containing only one rD face Br by repeatedly putting into
C all the iD faces (0 ≤ i < r) in the same (r − 1)D plane with an (r − 1)D face of C.

Polyface: If two or more rD faces or grids belong to the same rD plane but are not in
the same rD grid, they can merge together to form an rD polyface, which is a patch of the
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plane. Whenever a new vertex is joined, the polyface is said to be a new one.
Contradictory grid and polyface: A grid is said to be contradictory if it violates the

2D non-self-intersection constraint. A new polyface is said to be contradictory if it violates
either the non-self-intersection constraint or the non-interior-intersection constraint, or it
includes two existing faces not belonging to the same rD plane.

Degree: The degree of an rD face Fr with respect to a set of (r+1)D faces is the number
of (r + 1)D faces containing Fr.

Stretch: An rD stretch is either an rD face containing no (r−1)D face of degree two, or
a maximal number of connected rD faces in which any rD face shares at least one (r − 1)D
face of degree two with another rD face. The boundary of an rD stretch is the (r−1)D faces
included in only one rD face of the stretch. In [8], a 1D stretch is called an unambiguous
path.

Saturation: An rD face Fr is said to be saturated in a wireframe model if it has an
(r − 1)D face Br−1 such that every rD face of the wireframe model passing through Br−1

is in an (r + 1)D face containing Fr. An rD stretch not lying in an rD plane is said to be
saturated if it is contained in an (r + 1)D face.

Fork: Let Fr be an rD face, grid or polyface of a wireframe model. Let Br−2 be an
(r− 2)D face of Fr. If not every (r− 1)D face of the wireframe model passing through Br−2

is in an rD face, grid or polyface having (r − 1)D intersection with Fr, then Br−2 is called
an (r − 2)D fork of Fr.

When Fr is an rD grid and Cr−1 is an (r − 1)D face of Fr, if not every rD face of the
wireframe model passing through Cr−1 is in an (r + 1)D face, grid or polyface having rD
intersection with Fr, then Cr−1 is called an (r − 1)D fork of Fr.

3. Face identification techniques

3.1. Deletion
When n = 3, the idea of deleting edges in cycle searching can be found in [8]. There the

object is a 3D solid in which any edge occurs in exactly two faces, so if two faces containing
the edge have been found, the edge can be deleted.

In high dimensional cycle searching for a general object, deletion is very important be-
cause it reduces the search scope. An rD stretch can be deleted if the deletion does not
influence the assignment result of (r + 1)D faces, grids and polyfaces.

Theorem 3.1 [Deletion Theorem] Let Fr be a saturated rD stretch. In searching for (r+1)D
faces, Fr can be deleted if one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(1) Fr is in an rD plane, but neither in any rD grid or polyface nor in any (r + 1)D grid
or polyface. Through every rD face neighboring Fr there is an (r + 1)D face which contains
Fr and in which there is at most one rD face not neighboring Fr.

(2) r = 1. After other previous deletions, in the remaining part of any 1D grid or 2D face,
grid or polyface containing F1, the deletion of F1 does not disconnect any two path-connected
fork vertices.

Proof. (1) Let the number of (r − 1)D faces in Fr be k. Let B1, . . . Bp be all the rD
faces neighboring Fr. Since Fr is not in any rD or (r + 1)D grid or polyface, the B’s and Fr
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are pairwise not in the same rD plane. Let C1, . . . , Cq be all the (r + 1)D faces containing
Fr. Then each Ci contains exactly k of the faces B’s, and the C’s are pairwise not in the
same (r + 1)D plane. If any new rD cycle passing through Fr is a face, it has to form a
new polyface with one of the C’s, say Ci. Then the new cycle has to pass through all the
neighboring rD faces of Fr in Ci. As a result, the cycle must have the chord which is the
unique rD face of Ci not neighboring Fr. By the non-chord constraint, the cycle cannot be
assigned as a face.

(2) If F1 is part of a line, since all fork vertices of the line are at the same side of F1,
any new chordless cycle containing part of the line does not passes through F1. Assume that
F1 is not on any line. If any new cycle passing through F1 is a face, it has to form a new
polyface with one of the faces, grids and polyfaces containing F1. If F1 is deleted, since in
the remaining part of any of the above faces, grids and polyfaces, any two fork vertices are
still connected, the deletion does not influence the forming of the new polyfaces.

2
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Fig. 5. Deletion and localization.

Example 5. In Figure 5(a), three cycles 125a04, 138c94 and 126b73 are already 2D
faces. Then 12, 13, 14 are all saturated stretches, and vertex 1 is not a fork of any face. Edge
12 is contained in two faces, and its deletion does not disconnect any two forks in either
face. So edge 12 can be deleted. Similarly, edges 13, 14 can be deleted. Vertex 1 can also be
deleted because it is no longer connected with any other vertex. The result is Figure 5(b).

3.2. Localization
Let W be a wireframe model. A local wireframe model of W is a subset of the vertices of

W together with all the rD faces formed by the vertices. A localization filter, or localization,
of W is a sequence of local wireframe models S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sk = W in which each
successor introduces more vertices than its predecessor.

Localization is very important in face identification. With the introduction of new ver-
tices, all the edges among them and the existing vertices are introduced, so are all the higher
dimensional connections. By introducing new vertices according to the closeness of their
relations with the existing ones, the complexity of cycle searching can be reduced. Below
are some typical localizations.

The first is the neighbor localization: (1) Start from a vertex and put it in an empty set
C. (2) Put all the neighboring vertices of C into C. (3) Repeat step 2 until all vertices are
in C. In neighbor localization, the older elements in C may be deleted earlier because their
contributions to cycle generation are exhausted earlier.

The second is the family localization: (1) Start from a set C containing only one vertex,
put all the neighboring vertices of C into C. (2) Put the vertices which are common neighbors
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of at least two vertices of C into C, and if no such vertices then use step 2 of the neighbor
localization. (3) Repeat step 2 until all vertices are in C. This localization makes easier the
generation of new cycles.

The third is the couple localization: Steps 1 and 3 are the same with those in the family
localization. Step 2 is to put the following vertices into C: each vertex is a common neighbor
of at least two vertices of C, and the vertex forms a triangular or square simple cycle with
some vertices in C. If there is no such vertex then use step 2 of the family localization.

The fourth is the rigid couple (or family, or neighbor) localization: Steps 1 and 3 are the
same with those in the couple (or family, or neighbor) localization. Step 2 is to put all the
vertices collinear with at least two vertices of C into C, and if there is no such vertex then
use step 2 of the couple (or family, or neighbor) localization.

Example 6. In Figure 5(a) there is neither square nor triangular cycle, nor collinearity
constraint. In the neighbor localization, we have

{1} ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4} ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0}
⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, a, b, c}.

By this step the edges 12, 13, 14 can be deleted, so is the isolated vertex 1. The next step
will be another “wave propagation” starting from the cycle of vertices 26b738c940a5.

3.3. Cycle searching and blocking
rD cycles are classified into rigid, elastic and plastic cycles according to their rigidity.

Rigid cycles are always faces, so they should be found first. rD rigid cycles can be found by
the following algorithm. For every pair of rD faces sharing one (r − 1)D face:

(1) Let C be a set containing only the pair.
(2) Repeatedly put into C all the rD faces, grids and polyfaces sharing with C at least two
(r − 1)D faces of different (r − 1)D planes.
(3) Search in C for an rD cycle containing the pair.

Elastic cycles are most likely to be faces because they have the next strongest rigidity. In
the above rigid cycle searching algorithm, if the pair of rD faces is replaced by a triplet of rD
faces F1, F2, F3 such that F1, F2 and F2, F3 are neighbors but F1, F3 are not, the algorithm
can also be used to find rD elastic cycles.

To find a general rD cycle passing through a fixed rD face, the depth-first searching
strategy is necessary. Finding all cycles, or less ambitiously, finding all simple cycles, is a
NP-complete problem. For a wireframe of 3D solid, [8] proposed to find only those cycles sat-
isfying properties of real faces by the depth-first-searching-with-properties (DFSP) strategy,
i.e, to use constraints to reduce branches in the searching.

2D non-self-intersection constraint can block some branches permanently. The blocks are
called intersection blocks. 2D non-interior-intersection constraint can block some branches
from including the interior of an existing 2D face. The blocks are called face blocks. rD non-
chord constraint can permanently block some branches from generating cycles with chords.
The blocks are called chord blocks. To further reduce the number of redundant cycles, the
above blocks are far from being enough.

In [8], the models are 3D solids in which no two neighboring faces are coplanar. If a cycle
is identified as a face then no other path through two edges of it can generate a face. This
blocking is based on 2D face-adjacency constraint, and is extremely efficient in reducing the
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number of branches: among the 11 examples they tested, 3 have no redundant cycles at all,
and 7 each have less than four redundant cycles.

The idea can be readily generalized to rD case by the rD face adjacency constraint. If an
rD branch intersects an rD face, grid or polyface F and the intersection has rD affine closure,
then the branch is blocked by F . The block is called a face, grid or polyface block. There are
two typical cases: (1) the intersection is two (r − 1)D faces of different (r − 1)D planes, (2)
the intersection contains an (r − 1)D face and another face not in the same (r − 1)D plane.

If the blocks of a branch are all face (grid, polyface) blocks of the same (grid, polyface),
then the branch and the (grid, polyface) form an new rD polyface. If the polyface is not
contradictory then it is accepted. This cycle searching strategy can be named depth-first
searching with blocks (DFSB).

Example 7. Vertices 1, 4, 9 and 5, 8, 0 are respectively collinear. Assume that 1364 and
4687 are already identified as faces. Find all faces passing through edge 90.

1

2 7

4

3
5 8

6
0

9

Fig. 6. Face blocks.

First extend 90 to a stretch 4908. Then 41, 47, 85, 87 are blocked by face 4687 according
to the 2D non-interior-intersection constraint. At vertex 4, edge 46 is blocked by faces 1364
and 4687; at vertex 8, edge 86 is blocked by face 4687. So every path through the stretch
is blocked by face 4687; the stretch has to be coplanar with the face. This coplanarity is
forbidden by the two different face blocks over edge 46. The stretch cannot be in any face.

3.4. Combination
Let S1 ⊂ S2 be two local wireframe models, and assume that all (r+1)D faces in S1 have

been identified. In S2, there are two kinds of new rD cycles: a cycle containing only one
vertex in S2 − S1 is called a singleton of the vertex; a cycle containing at least two vertices
in S2 − S1 is called a twin. In face identification, elastic cycles have priority over plastic
cycles, and singletons have priority over twins. Thus, there are four levels of priority in
new cycles which are not rigid.

Assume that all cycles satisfy the constraints in Subsection 2.2.. Within the same level,
if multiple cycles are generated, it must be determined if they are degrading or not. A set
of rD cycles is said to be degrading, if when assigning all of them to be new faces, one cycle
in the set forms a new polyface with an existing face or another cycle in the set. For a set
of degrading cycles, a face assignment with minimal number of new polyfaces is optimal.

The technique combination is to find an optimal face assignment for a level of degrading
cycles. Assume that all new elastic cycles are generated at the same time, only after their
face identification are the plastic cycles generated. Below we consider only elastic cycles.
The plastic ones are similar.

Step 1. Singletons.
Let V be the vertices in S2−S1 each of which has degrading rD singleton set. Let there be

l elements in V , and let the number of singletons of vertex i be ki. By choosing one singleton
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for each vertex, there are k1k2 · · · kl different combinations. Delete the combinations which
are a degrading set. Among the combinations left, find those leaving the maximal number
of new elastic cycles from forming new polyfaces. Such combinations are optimal.

If there is only one optimal combination, then the singletons in the combination are
assigned as faces. If there are multiple optimal combinations, they must be saved as nodes
in the state-space tree [8]. Starting from each node, the cycle searching continues, with all
singletons in the node assigned as faces.

Step 2. Singletons and twins.
The singletons and twins not in the optimal combination are selected one by one according

to the principle that its acceptance as a face does not produce any contradictory polyface.
Among the selected set T , find a subset whose assignment as faces produces from T the
maximal number of (r + 1)D faces on different (r + 1)D planes. If there are multiple such
subsets then the state-space tree extends to accept them as new nodes. The cycles not
assigned as faces are redundant.

6 4

3 1

7 5
2

8

Fig. 7. Combination.

Example 8. A diagonal is drawn in a cube, which makes the face identification very
difficult to reach dimension three [12]. The family localization produces new vertex series

1 −→ 2, 3, 4, 5 −→ 6, 7, 8. (5)

Only in the last local model do the cycles appear. The elastic simple singletons are

(6 : 1264, 1364); (7 : 1275, 1273, 1375); (8 : 1284, 1485). (6)

The elastic simple twins are 2637, 2648, 2758. The singleton set of each new vertex is de-
grading. There are 12 combinations, among which only the combination (1364, 1375, 1485)
prevents the maximal number of elastic cycles from forming polyfaces. This number is three,
which is exactly what we need to build the 3D model. No state-space tree is generated.

3.5. Repair and recovery
The virtual parts of lines usually lead to the generation of plastic cycles. The repair and

recovery technique is to fill each virtual part with a virtual edge, make face identification in
the repaired wireframe, and then recover the original wireframe by merging among the faces
containing the virtual edges. The technique is very helpful in simplifying 1D cycle searching
and avoiding the generation of “topologically correct but geometrically impossible” solutions
[12].

The time to recover an original line is when the repaired line is to be completely deleted.
First find all faces containing any virtual edge of the line, called virtual faces. For every
virtual edge, its virtual faces on the same side of the line are merged in pairs, and new
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cycles are formed by deleting the virtual edge. There may be multiple combinations, so the
state-space tree may be extended.

After the merging there are two possibilities: (1) If there are two faces unmerged, one
on each side of the virtual edge, then they can merge to form a new cycle. (2) If there is
only one face unmerged, then delete it. The newly formed cycles are accepted as new faces
if they are simple and do not produce contradictory polyfaces.

Example 9. In Figure 8, there is one line 1563 with virtual part 56. Without repairing,
cycles 123685 and 143675 may be identified as faces, against the 2D non-interior-intersection
constraint. After repairing, the eight triangular cycles are easily found, which block the
generation of any other cycle. In recovery, there is a unique pattern to recover two faces
from the four virtual faces of edge 56.
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Fig. 8. Repair and recovery.

4. Object detection algorithm and practice

Input: (1) a 2D line drawing composed of vertices and edges. A vertex is represented
by 2D coordinates, an edge by two vertices.
(2) A set of lines. A line is represented by a sequence of edges.
(3) A vertex as the origin of localization. The default is any vertex of maximal degree.

Output: Objects of dimension > 1: faces, grids and polyfaces.
Initialization: (1) Find all pairs of edges and lines intersecting not at a vertex. (2)

Repair lines.
Step 1. Localization: (1) Start from the origin, use rigid family localization to generate

a set of new vertices S.
(2) Set r = 1. Set the root node of the state-space tree to be empty.
Step 2. Cycle searching: (1) Find all new rD rigid simple cycles.
(2) Find all new rD elastic simple cycles and make (r + 1)D face identification. Use

the combination technique if necessary. If there are multiple optimal combinations then
put current information of all the dimensions into the current node of the state-space tree,
generate descendant nodes to save the optimal combinations.

(3) Find all new rD plastic simple cycles and make (r + 1)D face identification.
(4) In the end of face identification for every level of new cycles, use the Deletion Theorem

to delete rD stretches. If a line with virtual edges is completely deleted, then recover the
real faces of the original wireframe. Delete any rD stretch having degree-one (r − 1)D face
repeatedly.

(5) If S does not contain all the vertices of the line drawing, then set the origin to be S,
and go back to Step 1.
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Step 3. Exploring the state-space tree: If the state-space tree is not empty, find a
new node by depth-first searching. Start from the node to make another interpretation of
the line drawing.

Remark. When Step 2 finishes, a complete interpretation of the line drawing is obtained,
which may not reach the highest dimension. Further exploration of the state-space tree gives
different interpretations. An alternative is to change the origin, run the algorithm again to
generate a new interpretation. In our experiments, the state-space tree is generally always
empty, and changing the origin is generally the only way to get a different interpretation;
if a default origin is used, then an interpretation reaching the highest dimension is always
obtained without further exploring the state-space tree.

Example 10. In Figure 9(a) there are two lines 1584 and 2673. As a 2D manifold, it
has 16 faces. By the algorithm in [8], 21 redundant cycles are produced and further selection
is needed to figure out the real ones. By our algorithm, 1 grid (composed of 3 faces) and
18 faces outside the grid are found, besides 4 rigid faces of dimension three. No redundant
cycle is generated.
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Fig. 9. Manifold reconstruction.

The results are different because we do not assume that the surrounding space is 3D and
the object is a single solid. The 2D manifold interpretation can be easily derived from our
3D result once their assumption is provided. Without the assumption, the triangular cycles
149, 58a, 67b, 230 and the square cycle cdef are all faces, while the cycles 15a849, 26b730 are
not.

Below we show the procedure of 2D face identification in Figure 9(a). The rigid family
localization produces new vertex series:

1 −→ 2, 5, 8, 4, 9, c −→ 6, 7, 3, a, d, 0, f −→ b, e −→ g, h, i, j.

New cycles in the second local wireframe model: rigid cycle 149.
New cycles in the third local wireframe model:

(1) Rigid cycles 58a, 230.
(2) Vertex 6 has one elastic singleton 1256. Grid 12345678 is formed.
(3) Vertex d has one elastic singleton 12cd.
(4) Vertex 0 has one elastic singleton 1290.
(5) Vertex f has one elastic singleton 14cf .
(6) There is one elastic twin 9034.
(7) The deletable stretches are 12, 1c, 02, 03, 09, 19, 49, 1584. The fork vertices on the grid
is 2, 3. No plastic cycle is found. The local wireframe after the deletion is shown in Figure
9(b).
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New cycles in the fourth local wireframe model:
(1) Rigid cycle 67b.
(2) Vertex b has two elastic singletons: 56ba, ab78.
(3) Vertex c has three elastic singletons: cdfe, 43fe, 23de.
(4) The deletable stretches are 2673, ab, 5a, 8a, 6b, 7b, 34, 56, 78.
No plastic cycle is found. The local wireframe after the deletion is a square cdef .

New cycles in the last local wireframe model:
(1) No elastic singleton.
(2) Five elastic twins: cdhg, cfjg, feij, deih, ijgh.
(3) All edges are deleted.

We have implemented the algorithm in VC++ 6.0, have tested all the examples in [7],
[8], [12], [1], in addition to higher dimensional examples made by ourselves. They amount
to 32 examples of dimension within three and 12 examples of dimension over three.

The most striking example is k copies of Figure 9(a) connected by cubes, see Figure 10.
When k = 100, there are 2496 faces of dimension two, among which 300 are in 100 grids and
2296 are not. They are found within 55 seconds by an IBM PC of Intel 2.60GHz CPU and
248MB RAM. When k = 401, there are 10021 faces, among which 1203 are in 401 grids and
9219 are not. They take 76 minutes to be found.

Fig. 10. k copies of Figure 9(a) connected by k − 1 cubes.

The table in the end of this paper lists some examples we tested and their high dimen-
sional interpretations. In the table, V, E, L denote the number of vertices, edges and lines
respectively; Fi, Gi, Pi denote the iD faces, grids and polyfaces, where only the faces not
belonging to any grid or polyface are counted.

Figure 11 (1): This is an example for which the algorithm fails to find all 3D interpre-
tations. because of the two collinearity constraints, the cube on the left cannot coexist with
the column of pentagon top and bottom on the right. Since a pentagon cycle is plastic and a
square cycle is elastic, the current priority regulation disallows the column to be found first.
Indeed, in the column interpretation, at least three square cycles are redundant, while in the
cube interpretation, only one pentagon cycle is redundant.

Figure 11 (13): A left vertex of a cube is dragged to the right. It is no longer 3D
geometrically.

Figure 11 (19): There are two different interpretations having the same number of 2D
and 3D objects. This is a classical example of ambiguous wireframe [12].

Figure 11 (20): Diagonal 28 intersects side 14 in a cube. This is no longer 3D geomet-
rically. There are various 2D interpretations, depending on where to start the localization.

Figure 11 (21): The diagonals in two faces of a cube cross but do not intersect. This
is impossible in 3D, but explicable in 4D.
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Figure 11 (22–24): They are wireframes of the same 5D object by different perspective
projections. The interpretations are identical.

Figure 11 (28): Two copies of a dodecahedron are connected by connecting their
corresponding vertices. The resulting wireframe has a 4D interpretation.

Figure 11 (30): This is the barycentric subdivision of tetrahedron ABCD.

Figure No. V, E, L F2, G2, P2 F3, G3, P3 F4 F5

6 10, 15, 2 6, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
7 8, 13, 0 6, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
8 8, 12, 1 6, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
9 20, 36, 2 18, 1, 0 4, 0, 0

11(1) 15, 25, 2 12, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
11(2) 16, 25, 1 12, 0, 0 2, 0, 0
11(3) 20, 30, 5 10, 0, 1 2, 0, 0
11(4) 16, 24, 1 10, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
11(5) 22, 33, 10 7, 0, 2 0, 1, 0
11(6) 20, 30, 2 10, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
11(7) 23, 37, 3 11, 3, 0 0, 0, 1
11(8) 18, 29, 0 14, 0, 0 2, 0, 0
11(9) 24, 28, 1 2, 0, 0
11(10) 17, 26, 2 11, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
11(11) 48, 72, 0 26, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
11(12) 48, 72, 0 26, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
11(13) 8, 12, 0 4, 0, 0
11(14) 16, 28, 2 10, 1, 2 1, 1, 0
11(15) 26, 39, 2 12, 1, 0 1, 0, 0
11(16) 12, 20, 0 7, 0, 2 0, 0, 1
11(17) 10, 21, 0 18, 0, 0 7, 0, 0 1
11(18) 14, 21, 2 7, 1, 0 1, 0, 0

11(19) 16, 24, 1
{

10, 0, 0
10, 0, 0

1, 0, 0
1, 0, 0

11(20) 9, 15, 2





4, 1, 0
3, 0, 1
2, 0, 1

11(21) 8, 16, 0 14, 0, 0 6, 0, 0 1
11(22–24) 8, 24, 0 38, 0, 0 40, 0, 0 25 3

11(25) 16, 32, 0 24, 0 ,0 8, 0, 0 1
11(26) 24, 38, 5 9, 3, 0 1, 0, 0
11(27) 9, 18, 0 15, 0, 0 6, 0, 0 1
11(28) 40, 50, 0 54, 0, 0 14, 0, 0 1
11(29) 42, 68, 2 32, 0, 2 7, 0, 0
11(30) 15, 50, 25 0, 10, 0 0, 1, 0

5. Conclusion

This may be the first time that the wireframe representation of nD object is studied
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algorithmically. Various properties of the representation are studied from the projective
geometric point of view. For wireframe models with rigid filling pattern, a very efficient
algorithm for face identification is designed and implemented, under the most general as-
sumption.

For high dimensional interpretation of a single 2D curvilinear line drawing with non-
rigid filling pattern, with the aid of virtual vertices and virtual rectilinear edges in [8], the
techniques developed in this paper can be readily applied.
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Fig. 11. Some tested examples.


